Pattern formation due to fluorination on graphene fragments: structures, hopping behavior, and magnetic properties.
Structures and mechanism of pattern formation for the radical fluorination on selected polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) has been studied using density functional theory (DFT) methods. Our study reveals that the F(•) radical addition occurs preferentially at the edges of PAHs followed by the hopping of F(•) to the center due to the fluxional nature of C-F bond. F(•) migrates preferentially over the C-C bonds having a lower barrier than that over the aromatic π-cloud in cases of monofluorinated PAHs. Addition of a second F radical can stabilize the system, cooperatively. When two F(•) are added to the adjacent C atoms, it forms the minimum energy patterns. However, the addition of two fluorine radicals at the meta position of the same aromatic ring would lead to the stabilization of the triplet state compared to the singlet ground state. Therefore, depending on the sites of F(•) addition, these structures exhibit ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic ground states. Considering the low barrier heights for the F(•) hopping, these systems are predicted to be in a dynamic equilibrium with their less stable ferromagnetic states. Our study also provides an atomistic understanding of the well-known rate determining state for the fluorine pattern formation in graphene and CNT.